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DECISION 

On Wednesday, on 10 of May 2017, took place the next meeting of the Audiovisual Media Authority 
in which the following members participated:  
 
Gentian  SALA             Chairman 
Sami  NEZAJ               Vice Chairman 
Agron  GJEKMARKAJ  Member 
Gledis  GJIPALI   Member 
Piro  MISHA   Member 
Suela  MUSTA   Member 
Zylyftar  BREGU   Member 
 

Audiovisual Media Authority, AMA, after taking into consideration the issues of the agenda, 

approved the following decisions:   

 

1. Adoption of an amendment to the draft budget for 2017, as amended, as follows: 
 

Predicted Budget      Expected Expenditures (Were) 
Public Information Campaign          47.938.000 All 

 
Predicted Budget      Expected Expenditures (Become) 

Public Information Campaign          51.000.347 All 
 

     (Decision no. 58, datë 10.05.2017); 

 
2. Granting the audio broadcasting license to the Muslim Community of Albania for the 

subject of "Radio Spektrum". (Decision No. 59, dated 10.05.2017); 
3. Granting a community audio broadcasting license to "Radio Maria" Association for 

subject "Radio Maria"; (Decision No. 60, dated 10.05.2017);" 
4. Granting a community audio license to the Orthodox Autocephalous Church 

community of Albania for the subject "Radio Ngjallja"; (Decision No. 61, dated 
10.05.2017) 

5. Granting a community audio license to the World Headquarters Albanian Bektashi for 
the subject "Radio Dodona"; (Decision No. 62, dated 10.05.2017); 

6. Reduction of licensing area of "Alfa & Omega" sh.pk, for local private audio subject 
"Radio Alfa & Omega", from "Qarku i Tiranës, partially Durrës and Fier districts" to 
"Tirana and Durrës Districts" and the renewal of the license of "Alfa & Omega" sh.pk, 
for the local private audio subject "Radio Alfa & Omega" for a period of 5 years. 
(Decision No. 63, dated 10.05.2017); 

7. Change of the company name from "Radio One" sh.pk, to "Kiss FM" sh.pk, name of the 
local private audio subject from "Radio One" to "Kiss FM" and the license renewal of 
Kiss FM "company, for the private private audio subject" Kiss FM " for a period of 5 
years old. (Decision No. 64, dated 10.05.2017)  
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8. Renewal of the license of the company "Antenna" sh.pk, for the local private radio 
subject "Radio Love 90.7" for a period of 5 years. (Decision No. 65, dated 10.05.2017) 

9. Failure to authorize the "Media New Vision" company to provide program service 
based on Internet, Internet TV, RTV 1 ". (Decision No. 66, dated 10.05.2017); 

10. Expanding the service delivery area of subject Gezim Cake, authorized for repetition of 
audiovisual program service of third-parties based on cable network,  "Zargoćan cable 
TV". (Decision No. 67, dated 10.05.2017);  

11. Denial of the authorization, to the subject Anesti Zguro, for the repetition of authorized 
for repetition of audiovisual program service of third-parties based on cable network, 
"Tv Globe". (Decision no. 68, dated 10.05.2017);  

12. Granting of authorization to "Tele.Co.Albania" sh.pk, for providing service of third-
parties audiovisual program based on cable network "Tele.Co.Albania", with service 
area in administration units Fier and Kashar. (Decision No. 69, dated 10.05.2017); 

13. Renewal of Authorization of Subject Manushaqe Dervishi, for repetition of audiovisual 
program service of third-parties based on cable network "Cable TV Ani ". (Decision No. 
70, dated 10.05.2017); 

14. Changing the subject's name from "Best TV" to "Tv Best Channel", replacing license of 
the company "Tv - Best" sh.pk, licensed to the private local television subject "Best 
Channel TV", with license for audio - visual broadcasting and licensing renewal 
audiovisual broadcasts up to the date of analogue broadcasting, at the licensing area 
of the local private TV broadcaster "Tv Best Channel", on terms the same technical 
terms as the existing license terms. (Decision No. 71, dated 10.05.2017); 

15. Renewal of the license of the company "B.B.F" sh.a., licensed for the  local private 
television subject "BBF TV" with the same technical conditions as the existing license 
conditions. (decision no. 72, dated 10.05.2017); 

16. Renewal of the authorization of the subject, Eduart Azizolli, for the repetition of 
audiovisual program service of third-parties based on cable network, "Cable TV Illyria 
". (Decision No. 73, dated 10.05.2017); 

17. Ascertaining the invalidity of the license of the company "Radio Albania News" sh.pk, 
licensed by decision no. 185, dated 30.06.2011 of KKRT, (today AMA) for the private 
subject radio station "Radio Albania News" due to the end of the deadline of its validity 
and non-renewal. (Decision No. 74, dated 10.05.2017); 

18. Ascertaining the invalidity of the license of the company "Media Nord" sh.a., licensed 
by decision no. 56, dated 27.08.2010 of KKRT, (today AMA) for the local private radio 
subject "Radio Grant" due to the end of the deadline of its validity and non-renewal  
(Decision No. 75, dated 10.05.2017); 

19. Ascertaining on the invalidity of the license of the company "Radio +3" sh.pk, licensed 
by decision no. 169, dated 03.09.2003 of the KKRT, (today AMA) for the local private 
radio subject "Radio +3" due to the end of the deadline of its validity and non renewal 
(Decision No. 76, dated 10.05.2017); 

20. Not renewing the license of the subject Spartak Meraku, licensed by the decision no. 
759, dated 30.01.2009 of the KKRT, (today AMA) for the local private radio subject 
"Radio Spartak SM" and ascertaining the invalidity of the subject's license Spartak 
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Meraku, licensed by decision no. 759, dated 30.01.2009 of KKRT, (today AMA) for the 
private radio station "Radio Spartak SM". (Decision No. 77, dated 10.05.2017); 

21. Acceptance of the request of the company "One Tv Vlora" sh.pk, setting the change of 
the name of the company and the name of the private local audiovisual subject from 
"Amantia Tv" in "One Tv Vlora". (Decision No. 78, dated 10.05.2017). 
 

Also, AMA agreed to consider in the next meeting administrative complaints against: 

 Decision, fine sanction no. 1, dated 16.01.2017, decided by the Group Inspection, 
towards the company "Arlibon" sh.pk, authorized for the subject "Cable TV Fieri ";  

 Decision, fine sanction no. 14, dated 01.02.2017, decided by Group iInspection, 
towards the company "Arlibon" sh.pk, authorized for the subject "Cable TV Fieri "; 

 Decision, fine sanction no. 16, dated 08.02.2017, decided by the Group Inspection, 
towards the company "Arlibon" sh.pk, authorized for the subject "Cable TV Fieri "; 

 Decision, fine sanction no. 17, dated 10.02.2017), set up by Group Inspection, to the 
company "Arlibon" sh.pk, authorized for the subject "Cable TV Fieri "; 

 Decision, fine sanction no. 21, dated 15.02.2017, decided by the Group Inspection, to 
the company "Arlibon" sh.pk, authorized for the subject "Cable TV Fieri "; 

 Decision, fine sanction no. 25, dated 23.02.2017, decided by the Group Inspection, to 
the company "Arlibon" sh.pk, authorized for the subject "Cable TV Fieri "; 

 Decision, fine sanction no. 67, dated 19.12.2016, decided by the Group Inspection, to 
"Tring Tv" shpk, authorized for the numerical platform "Tring Tv ";  

 Decision, fine sanction no. 59, dated 22.11.2016, decided by the Group Inspection ", 
to the company" Tring Tv "shpk, authorized for the numerical platform "Tring TV"; 

 Decision, fine sanction no. 65 dated 01.12.2016, decided by the Group Inspection ", to 
the company" Tring Tv "jsc, authorized for the numerical platform "Tring TV"; 

 A fine imposed by the Inspection Group / or AMA on the company "Arlibon" sh.pk, 
authorized for the subject "Tv Kabllor Fieri". (Decision No. 21, dated 15.02.2017). 

 Decision, fine sanction no. 30, dated 08.03.2017, decided by the Group Inspection, 
towards the company "Arlibon" sh.pk, authorized for the subject "Cable TV Fieri " 

 Decision, fine sanction no. 32 dated 21.03.2017, decided by the Group Inspection, to 
the subject Fredi Hasa, for cable subject "Cable TV Pirg". 

 
Tirana, 10 May 2017                               

 

 

AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA AUTHORITY 
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